When Dragons’ Hearts Were Good

Arranged by Gary Lizzi

Words & Music by Buddy Davis

I. Once there were two dragons who lived in the woods, in a garden that God created where everything was good. Did the dragons breathe fire in the night, to light Adam and his path? I wonder if they played in the morning mist as Adam and Eve laughed.
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That was before Adam sinned. The earth was perfect, way back then. I’d restore the garden if I could, when even dragons’ hearts were good.

(2nd time, to verse 3)

2. The dragons were not vicious, everything was nice. The
dragons never roared, they were always gentle in the Master's paradise.

All the animals lived on plants, nothing could ever die.

Adam ride on a dragon's back? Did they fly?

3. God walked in the garden with His two special friends.

All the animals Adam had named, well they loved to follow them.
Dragons laid their heads on Adam's lap, Eve smiled at them too, in a
land before the rainbow, before tears were true.

That was before Adam sinned. The earth was
perfect way back then. But God will restore the earth some day.

Children will laugh with dragons as they play.